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Introduction: The necessity of a new understanding of
responsibility for modern society
The aim of this publication is to promote the interdisciplinary discussion of
conditions, mechanisms and challenges of the attribution of responsibility
under the condition of trust in systems, instead of trust in individual people.
Traditionally, the concept of responsibility is understood in an individualized and frequently moral sense. In contrast to that, our starting hypothesis
is that modern society is characterized by (potentially) critical constellations,
in which the attribution of responsibility to individual people or organizations is not undisputedly possible. This holds for phenomena from the realm
of technology, but is also true regarding social developments such as the latest
financial crisis. This publication brings the perspectives of Political- and Management-Studies together with the perspective of Science- and TechnologyStudies as well as sociological, judicial and pedagogic viewpoints to scrutinize
precarious attribution of responsibility as a phenomenon of the modern, functionally differentiated society: What new mechanisms and ways of attribution
of responsibility evolve when a default in knowledge, systems or things cannot unequivocally be attributed to the mistake of an individual person? What
significance do people have, if they are no longer the undisputed addresses of
responsibility? And how does politics deal with the challenge to be of being
held increasingly responsible for failed expectations?

1 For a theory-of-society point of view in the
responsibility discussion
Responsibility is a genuinely modern concept. Neither Aristotle nor Plato
mention the term or the idea of »responsibility«. When in the 15th century the
term first arises, it is essentially used in a judicial sense – responsibility means
to »answer« a certain accusation. Duty and guilt are the dominant concepts
for both the antique and the Christian world, not responsibility. Only in the
19th century does responsibility gain a broader distribution; its status of a core
category is a development of the late 20th century (Bayertz 1995).
The general idea of this new term of responsibility is that certain results are
attributed to individual actions. The concept of responsibility is thus strongly
individualistic: it requires the idea that there are individuals who have cer-
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tain intentions and who are able to foresee the consequences of their actions
and can thus be expected to take on the responsibility not only for their own
health, education and lifestyle, but also for sustainable production methods,
reasonable financial investment-instruments, and a stable civil society.
Accordingly, the concept of responsibility is essentially a moral term; its origin is closely connected with the apparent ecological crises in the 1970s and
1980s as well as the fear of an atomic catastrophe. Of particular influence in
the responsibility discourse were Hans Jonas and Karl-Otto Apel. Hans Jonas
argues that everybody has a direct personal responsibility to sustain the environment. The idea of the »future generations«, which is quite dominant in the
later sustainability-discourse, is a key point in Jonas's argumentation (Jonas
1984). Karl-Otto Apel develops a discourse-ethical standpoint. He argues that
today's conflicts require an ethical-political orientation; discourse-ethics must
be understood as responsibility-ethics (Apel 1988). The concept ›responsibility‹ is thus looked upon and further developed from a moral point of view,
which is connected with political recommendations. In addition, philosophy
and politics are the dominant areas in which and for which the concept of responsibility is further developed.
In the late 1990s, the responsibility-discourse shifts more to the political area.
A reason for this development might be that instead of the – still relevant –
ecological crisis, a welfare-state crisis becomes the dreadful scenario. Due
to global economic competition and an increasingly obvious demographic
change, welfare-state provision for individual risks such as unemployment,
sickness and age seem to be at stake. In this situation, self-responsibility in
a civil society is discussed as a »third way« between the state and the market. The self-responsibility of the citizen is to be »activated« in a situation, in
which the state can no longer provide for all individual mischiefs in an undifferentiated way (Giddens 1999; Heidbrink 2006). The Schröder-Blair Agenda
is a practical political result from this consideration.
But after ten years of »activation« the critical voices become louder. Ultimately,
of course everybody is responsible for his or her own life – but can he or she
be held responsible for unemployment, illness, the production of unsustainable food and the financial crisis? Are there not quite different starting positions of the »responsible citizen«, as far as both education and an inherited
wealth are concerned (Kaufmann 2006; Nullmeier 2006; Schmidt 2008)?
The purpose of this special issue is to take this state of the responsibilitydiscourse as a reason to look at it from a new angle. Until now, responsibility
is discussed either in a moral-philosophical or a political sense. We propose
to add a society-theoretical point of view. The main characteristic of a societytheoretical viewpoint is that it observes the change of social structures and
asks why such a change takes place (or does not take place). This starting
point facilitates a more abstract and therefore more neutral position. It is no
longer necessary to define what responsibility should be – but it is possible to
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observe, how this term is applied and which societal conditions correspond to
this application. The semantics of responsibility and social structures of the
attribution (and self-attribution) of responsibility can thus be related to each
other, which enables changes in this structural arrangement to be observed.
For this endeavor we take the end of the responsibility-discourse as our starting point: to attribute ecological or social crises to individual actions is obviously a precarious endeavor. In the light of this, we assume that modern society is mainly characterized by trust in systems instead of trust in individual
people. If this is the case, what are the consequences for the attribution of
responsibility (section 2)? Similar developments have been observed from different disciplinary viewpoints. These are first presented (section 3) before we
formulate interdisciplinary questions that look at society as a whole (section
4). This special issue offers an interdisciplinary contribution, framed in a society-theoretical context, to the responsibility-discourse. With these new angles
and insights, it hopes to give room to both better understand the unintended
effects of an institutionalized self-responsibility, and to offer alternatives for
political action in a world of risk and rising complexity.

2

Precarious attribution of responsibility as the starting point

Problematized since the 1970s is the fact that personal responsibility for technical but also social developments cannot easily be attributed to one distinct
causing person. Technical products and processes are characterized by their
at least marginal incalculability: Even extensive clinical tests cannot prevent
severe unknown side-effects of drugs; extensive experiments in the laboratory
cannot prevent the unforeseen and unforeseeable effects that innovations in
real use may show (Krohn / Weyer 1989). Furthermore can social crises such
as cost-expansion in the public sector, changes in the demographic structure
of societies or the latest financial crisis not be traced back to individual decisions? Such constellations have in common that responsibility is attributable
at different levels: attributed to regulation in the political sense, attributed to
producers of products and services and their gain-interest, but also attributed
to the appliers or consumers of such products. In the light of these constellations, the attribution of responsibility becomes precarious in the literal meaning of insecurity and revocability.
The idea to discuss such new forms of the attribution of responsibility in an
interdisciplinary context arose from a striking observation: both in the research of the public sector from a political- and management-perspective and
social scientific research, especially of science and technology studies, comparable difficulties and constellations regarding responsibility are observable.
The main objective of this project is to bring the insights of such different
fields together and to refer both perspectives to the hypothesis that the at-
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tribution of responsibility in modern society is the basis for fundamentally
new mechanisms. The discussion of these inter-disciplinary similarities and
differences in empirically diverse research contexts promises insights into the
characteristics and consequences of a potentially more general development
that will be of interest for a range of social sciences.
In his study on Trust (»Vertrauen«, first published 1968) Niklas Luhmann defends the hypothesis that a social change from personal trust to trust in systems had taken place. Trust in individual people was replaced by a generalized
trust in the functioning of symbolically generalized media of communication
(Luhmann 2000). For Luhmann, this study is the starting point for research in
the recursive closing of communicative logics such as those of law, economics
and science as the specificity of modern society. At the same time, individual
people are marginalized and with regard to questions on the theory of society
tackled only in the context of intimate relationships.
The self-dynamics of modern society are thus treated under the label of trust.
With such a focus, Luhmann is far from alone. Not only in science- and technology studies, but generally in the research on risk, developing new technologies and social techniques are treated with regard of trust (Porter 1995;
Goldman 2001). In other research areas exploring the development of new
types of social structures, the focus is on trust, gaining, and retaining of trust
(Gambetta 1988; Power 1997; Beckert 2005).
The starting point of this interdisciplinary research project is an enlargement
of this focus on trust by taking the attribution of responsibility into account.
Trust and responsibility lie close to each other. Trust works with reference to
the future: since the current future necessarily is insecure in the present, trust
is indispensible – trust in the functioning of techniques, trust in the stability of money or trust in the expertise of institutions or people. Responsibility,
on the other hand, works with reference to the past: After something went
wrong, mechanisms are necessary to deal with this fact and its consequences.
Not only does this imply the relatively simple question of who is to overtake
eventual material costs, but it also implies the more fundamental question
of whether trust is retrospectively justified or is itself treated as irresponsible
»blind trust«. Future-oriented trust and past-oriented attribution of responsibility are also closely related: it is easier to trust in the present if, when expectations were unfulfilled or when something went wrong, reliable mechanisms
of responsibility-attribution are at hand. If such reliable mechanisms of the
attribution of responsibility are lacking, it is most likely that this has consequences for the kind and nature of present trust.
Thus, expecting a relationship between trust and responsibility, the hypothesis is close, that a change from trust in people to trust in systems implies changes
in the way in which responsibility is attributed. Of course, expectations are still
pointed to social addresses, payments are attributed to people, and citizens
are themselves responsible for their actions. Nevertheless, we can risk the hy-
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pothesis, that under condition of trust in systems, the way in which responsibility is attributed changes its social function. What new mechanisms and
ways of the attribution of responsibility evolve when a default in knowledge,
systems or things cannot unequivocally be attributed to the mistake of an individual person? What significance do people have if they are no longer the
undisputed addresses of trust? And how does politics deal with the challenge
of being held increasingly responsible for failed expectations?
This type of question is not sufficiently tackled by the research in trust and the
development of new mechanisms of trust-building. Modern society is characterized by a number of mechanisms that might have a trust-building effect,
but which are not covered by corresponding mechanisms of the attribution of
responsibility in the case of disrupted expectations. For example, Michel Power
observes its trust-building power as a main effect of the expanding auditingpractices (Power 1997). But if such trust is disappointed – as we can disagree
with Power – the institutions occupied by auditing cannot be held responsible.
A similar constellation is true for certificates of financial services or ecological
products: they may foster trust, but if this trust is broken, the »responsibility«
to have trusted at the wrong place is factually and in the media discourse even
morally attributed to the consumer. Because the development of new mechanisms of trust building does not necessarily fall together with the development of new mechanisms of the attribution of responsibility in the case of
broken trust, research into this past-oriented equivalent of the future-oriented
trust is necessary.
In contrast to earlier research focuses, this project thus emphasizes the concept
of responsibility instead of the concept of trust. It must be emphasized that the
concept of responsibility is conceptualized here by the aspect of attribution,
which is not necessarily an individual attribution. In contrast to philosophical perspectives of responsibility (such as Jonas 1984), the discussion here is
not interested in the development of an ethical imperative, but in the societytheoretical, presence-diagnostic and historical investigation of a general development of society.

3

Disciplinary approaches

The empirical starting point – the self-dynamics of knowledge, systems and
things – is treated in different disciplines of the social sciences. Above all, this
holds for the – in themselves interdisciplinary oriented – sciences and technology studies. In the 1960s, technology was discussed with regard to a »power
of facts«, under which politics should subordinate or not subordinate itself
(Schelsky 1961; Habermas 1968). The discovery of ecological dangers, unintended side effects and strong path-dependencies since the 1970s was later
observed under the label of the risk society (Beck 1986) and fostered the birth
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of science and technology studies for research in specificities, genesis and
consequences of technical development (Rammert 1993; Petermann / Coenen
1999; Degele 2002). A new and critical viewpoint on science and technology
is further developed by the research in the social conditions of the production
of scientific truth: such scientific truths no longer appear as something that
is »revealed« by research, but which is at least influenced by a specific social
practice, personal power and the respective social conditions (Latour 1987;
Jasanoff1990; Wynne 1996; Knorr Cetina 2002).
The expectation of risk in connection with technology give rise to a new interest in trust and responsibility. This is increasingly the case, since the development of inherently new technologies such as genome- and nano-technology
must be dealt with in daily life while their implications are foreseeably unforeseeable (Lemke 2004; Verbeek 2005; 2011). Conditions, mechanisms and
challenges of the attribution of responsibility regarding self-dynamic and
future-oriented developments become a topic for political- and management
research or law theory, and confront sociology with new conceptional challenges. The demands on politics change in line with the extent to which the
potentially unexpected implications of new knowledge themselves become
expectable. The state is not only expected to foster positive developments
and prevent manifest dangers, but also to tackle risks before they can show
any unintended effects (Bora 2002, 262; Schuppert / Voßkuhle 2008, 264).
For a long time and to some extent also today, the switch from steering to
governance and thus the participation of several actor groups in potentially
risky decisions could be the answer to the responsibility-problem of the state
(Benz / Lütz / Schimank et al. 2007). But research at the border of governanceresearch or governmentality-studies shows the limits of participation as well
as further, more implicit mechanisms of state intervention: the idle motion
of participation procedures (Bora 1999); the steering power of the state lying
in the politically opened room for self-organization (Andersen / Sand 2011);
and the playful intervention of the state at the border between power and
free decision (Andersen 2009) wins territory in the face of precarious political responsibility. Subtle mechanisms such as the shifting of responsibility
and political orders for self-responsibility and thus a »governance of the self«
fall into this research area (Bröckling / Krasmann / Lemke 2000; Lemke 2004;
2007b; 2007a; Andersen 2010; Andersen / Knudsen 2011).
Governance and the participation of potentially involved groups of actors take
into account that certain decisions have effects for others than those taking
the decision. New developments in law-theory deal with the opposite problem: that certain developments can no longer be traced back to one responsible decision-taker. To this new situation, law starts to react with the development of new instruments, which are discussed in law-theory. Particularly
in ecological law and technical law, variations of joint responsibility of predefined actor groups are discussed on the dogmatic level (Teubner 1994; 2007;
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Lepsius 2003; 2004; 2009). The European legislation on chemicals »REACH«
(Scheringer / Böschen / Hungerbühler 2006) can be taken as a prominent example of this development.
Finally, sociology is touched at its theoretical core by the difficulties of attri
buting socially important phenomena to individual actors. The fundamental
problem here is the tension between the premise that only social actors such
as people or organizations shall be regarded as valid addresses of attribution –
and the effects that self-dynamics of knowledge, systems and things seem
to provoke. A radical proposition in this situation is Latour's idea of a »resymmetrisation«. According to this concept, apart from people, things shall
be taken as actants of a network which produces and hinders certain developments (Latour 1997; 1999). This proposition is situated at the border of sociological theory but obviously hits a point as the wide spread of Latour's ActorNetwork-Theory shows (see Belliger / Krieger 2006). Particularly with regard
to technology, Latour's considerations are taken as an incentive to further
develop and broaden sociological theory (Rammert / Schulz-Schaeffer 2002).
Those approaches of broadening sociological theory can also be seen in the
context of the research in the »borders« of the social. The idea here is that the
notion of social actors as human individuals is a specificity of modern society
and can neither be found in the medieval ages nor in a culturally different
society (Lindemann 2002; 2009b; 2009a). If this is the case, we can further
develop this idea and explore the extent to which the »borders of the social«
are currently under a change, taking electronic agents, health-care-robots and
interactive things into account. The importance of such developments goes far
beyond the sociology of technology in a narrow sense.

4

Interdisciplinary questions

The key idea of this approach to the topic of responsibility is that it is useful
to observe responsibility from the point of view of second order observation.
Accordingly, responsibility is not used as a normative term but rather as the
object of analytical observation. This implies the premise that responsibility is not relevant automatically. Second order observation results in different questions and different answers when made from different disciplinary
standpoints. At the same time, different degrees of second order observation
are taken in. While some articles take two steps back rather than one, which
involves a higher degree of abstraction, some others remain rather close to a
first-order observation, which involves a higher propensity to normative arguments. Despite the risk that such a variety involves, the benefit of taking this
risk is to respond to the complexity that the topic of responsibility necessarily
involves and which can be seen as a tribute to an interdisciplinary approach.
This research project aims to profit from synergies between the insights of po-
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litical- and management studies, social theory, law, politics and public health.
To this end, the contributions are arranged along guiding questions. In this
way, what may be lost in disciplinary preciseness will be recompensed by the
potentially surprising interdisciplinary insights.
The first object of discussion will be responsibility-attribution and its limits. As
a rule, responsibility is attributed to human individuals. But seen from a society-theoretical point of view, the attribution of responsibility exclusively to
human individuals is historically contingent and requires the development of
rather demanding structures. Gesa Lindemann shows how human dignity, as
a structural feature of functional differentiation, must develop as a modern
requirement for the attribution of responsibility to individual people. Harald
Mieg starts his argument where Lindemann ended. If responsibility is accepted as a valid principle of modern society, it is far less monolithic than it
sometimes seems. Instead, retrospective, prospective and status responsibility can be distinguished as three forms of responsibility. This allows for an
analysis of the idea that under increased social reflection, more responsibility is performed. After this focus on the micro sociological situation, Sascha
Dickel broadens the angle to a semantic analysis of technocracy as a dystopian
self-description of society. He argues that in the technocratic image of society,
responsibility is suspended by technological rationality. At the same time, in
utopian discourses, the individual is still regarded as the hero of the technological age. In the intersection of dystopian and utopian descriptions, the
individual is confronted with a negation of responsibility on the one hand and
excessive expectations of personal responsibility on the other.
A discussion of the precarious attribution of responsibility leads to the thesis
that the attribution of responsibility under the condition of trust in systems
involves the development of new addresses of attribution. The second guiding
question thus concerns New Mechanisms and Ways of Responsibility-Attribution.
In the search for such new ways, Cristina Besio argues that the attribution of
responsibility to individual actors still remains a frequent occurrence, but it is
confronted with specific problems. Besio shows how organizations in highly
uncertain situations attribute moral responsibility by activiating powerful pictures such as the »scapegoat« or the »firm founder«. This allows them to portray themselves as moral actors and acquire the internal and external backing
necessary to continue operating. After this organizational perspective, Malte
Gruber makes observations from the point of view of law. He states that in the
crisis of individualistic concepts of causal attribution and culpability, the law
increasingly reacts with collectivization. Responsibility for technological risk
therefore has to focus on objective mechanisms of attributing responsibility
to a company, an enterprise or another association of human and non-human
entities. From this point of view, it is possible to trace the drift of legal attribution of responsibility as it can be observed in information-technological contexts and, for example, will face further challenges in excesses of flash mobs or
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flash trading (high-frequency trading). The contribution of Bettina Schmidt focuses on responsibility in the health sector from a public health position. Her
starting point is that the attribution of responsibility for his or her own health
to the patient has a strong class bias and is overall unrealistic. From a power
perspective, the discourse of self-responsibility for health can be observed as
an instrument to shift costs and moral guilt to those who are least prepared
to defend themselves. Schmidt thus argues that new ways of responsibility
attribution must be enforced which are more on an institutional than an individual level.
If it is true that under conditions of trust in a system, the way in which responsibility is attributed changes, this must have consequences for the role of
people and the state. The third guiding question thus concerns self-responsibility and how such self-responsibility can be produced. Erik Højbjerg addresses
this question by analyzing the case of financial literacy. In the aftermath of
the 2008 global financial crisis, increasing the financial literacy of ordinary
citizen-consumers has taken a prominent position among regulators and financial institutions alike. Højbjerg observes a corporate spread of financial literacy educational initiatives and analyzes them as a particular form of power
at-a-distance responsibilizing the consumer. Andreas Eis and Claire MoulinDoos observe the phenomenon of self-responsibility from the perspective of
political education. Current developments of an enlargement and diffusion
of responsibility challenges political education, which traditionally follows
the ideal-picture of the independent citizen (der »mündige Bürger«). Eis and
Moulin-Doos argue that not only do modern political relations of responsibility shift, but they also tend to dissolve. This process is characterized by a depolitisation of social steering, which results in a normative new tendency of a
»post-political« political education.
Closely linked with the question of responsibility of the individual is the attribution of responsibility to the state. For example, the latest crisis shows
that, in the case of disappointed expectations, the state is among those held
responsible. To what extent does a precarious attribution of responsibility
involve (new) challenges of governance? Two corresponding perspectives on the
challenges of governance close the discussion – the perspective of a »power at
play« and the perspective of an »illusion of regulation as foundation of regulation«. Niels Åkerstrøm Andersen and Hanne Knudsen observe a mechanism of
responsibility-attribution under the condition of trust in systems that consists
of responsibility games as a method used to make citizens responsible. They
argue that responsibility games used both by the welfare state and organizations have at least two effects: First, that citizens learn to reflect on and investigate their responsibilities, and second, that the development of a »performing audience« as a new hybrid in which the citizen is both an object of
treatment and a performer. Alfons Bora offers a different perspective on the
possibilities of the state to deal with responsibility under conditions of trust
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in systems. He asks whether the social form of responsibility can be replaced
by other forms in new regulatory settings of the world society. The answer is
based on the assumption that responsibility requires a certain quality of the
social address. In new forms of regulation the question is whether these minimum requirements are still fulfilled. The thesis being advocated in this article
claims that responsibility in all forms of regulation requires sense-operating
addresses. Against this background the question finally arises of how regulation can work under conditions where it becomes increasingly difficult to
identify such addresses. Finally, Anna Henkel takes a society-theoretical point
of view. Her hypothesis is that the function of a responsibility attribution to
individual people consists of the reduction of complex systems dynamics to
concretely attributable actions. Attribution of responsibility to concrete addresses thus allows tackling an increase in overall societal complexity– even
if a »personal responsibility« remains a mere fiction. Henkel develops her argument with regard to the evolution of society. She closes by questioning the
extent to which the attribution of responsibility to individual people might be
exhausted as a mechanism of complexity reduction and if functional equivalents are possibly able to replace it.
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